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Technical background
There have been many train accidents worldwide, which caused

serious loss. Current high-speed train performance evaluation techniques
only focus on single factor, e.g. wind, rainfall, pantograph, bogie, etc.
 Strong wind warning system
CN201910339200, CN201410578249

 Pantograph monitoring system
DE69010966T, CN201511018869

 Railway rainfall monitoring system  Bogie performance warning system
CN201210333228, CN201510112703

 Railway snow monitoring system
CN202010625708, US11700545

US17206899, CN201210130932

 Traction motor monitoring system
CN202011342238, EP17935741A
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Techniques
The invention considers dynamic interactions between "environment

- components - train", and proposed a new method and its system for
comprehensive evaluation.
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 Environment：Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) are used to monitor
wind, snow, rain, etc. around high-speed trains
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 Components：Components' health conditions are perceived by the
non-intrusive monitoring strategy
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 Train：Fusing environment factors and components' health conditions,
comprehensive performance of high-speed trains is evaluated using a
digital-twin system with multiple vanishing moments
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Techniques
Comprehensive

On-broad

Multi-source information is

On-broad real-time monitoring of

fused to provide overall health

environmental factors are achieved

performance of high-speed train.

Non-intrusive

Components' heaths are monitored
via non-intrusive methods, which is
efficient and simple.

Novelty
＆
practicality

using UAVs.

Digital-twin
The sensor data are compared with
the virtual high-speed train to detect
the abnormality in advance.
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Patents
The invention has authorized 11 Chinese national invention patents

and applied for 3 PCT international invention patents
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Patents
Patent name
BIM-based intelligent train whole-vehicle service life prediction method and system thereof
Intelligent train comprehensive fault analysis method based on multi-source signals
Non-invasive real-time dynamic monitoring method for external power receiving device of intelligent train
A big data anomaly detection and identification method for intelligent train traction faults

Method and control system for measuring wind speed along railway based on unmanned aerial vehicle fleet intelligent endurance control
Unmanned aerial vehicle intelligent anti-collision early warning control method and system during train communication losing
Unmanned aerial vehicle intelligent recognition and early warning method and system for foreign body beyond-limit detection along railway
Unmanned aerial vehicle real-time intelligent measurement method and system for heavy rainfall along railway
Unmanned aerial vehicle snow depth intelligent measuring and forecasting method and system for snow disaster along railway line
Train monitoring method and system based on real-time train body surface wind speed unmanned plane measurement
Method and system for monitoring and early warning rail train driver state in real time based on Kinect
Meteorological parameter-based high-speed train positioning method and system in navigation blind zone (PCT patent)
Method for calculating length of time taken for train to pass through tunnel, system, and storage medium (PCT patent)
Train compartment vibration monitoring method and vibration signal feature library establishment and application method (PCT patent)
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Contributions and outlooks
Improve prediction accuracy
of remaining useful life
Improve diagnosing accuracy
of early faults

Safer railway
development worldwide
 China's the Belt and Road
Initiative
 Moldova's Railways
Restructuring Project
 The EU's Rail 2050 vision

Reduce accident rate
of high-speed trains
Reduce maintenance cost
of high-speed trains

 America's Beyond traffic
2045
 Russia 2030: Science and
Technology Foresight
 Japan's Move Up 2027

